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I am pleased to present the Report and Accounts for the period April 2011- March 2012. 

The primary aim of the GRIT Trust up to 2015 is to: 

“Influence government to adopt a policy under which the GRIT Experience can be made accessible to 

every young person (16-24) in Northern Ireland who needs it.”   

The priorities for the past year focused on:  

1. The completion  of the GRIT Experience  within the terms of the funding    

Packages already secured. 

2.    Seek and respond to  funding opportunities 

3. Focus the Trust’s collective effort on advocacy aimed at influencing the adoption of 

governmental  and departmental policies that will encourage a commitment to 

addressing the issue of Young People Not in Education, Employment  or Training, 

including the GRIT Experience  

Priority 1 

The GRIT Experience officially ended on 30th June 2012 having exceeded all targets set by funding  
organisations, the International Fund for Ireland  the Department for Social Development. 

270 substantially disadvantaged young people have completed the GRIT Experience over the past 4 
years (since April 2008).  

The final evaluation from Deloitte confirmed 100% occupancy and satisfaction from participants and 
funders. 

The  programme concluded with a celebration ceremony in the Grand Opera House attended by  
GRIT  graduates, Trustees, IFI Chairman, Minister for DSD, Minister for the Environment and the 
Chairman of the DEL Committee. 

Our partner organisation  Opportunity Youth , continues to provide the GRIT Experience as an 
element of its ESF funded programme.  

Priority 2 

Over the year, discussions between Trustees and potential funder s resulted in  applications  to: 

The Big Lottery Fund : “ Re-Engaging  Youth:  Empowering Young People.” 

The Belfast City Council: “ Youth Engagement Diversity Programme.” 

Ulster Garden Villages Limited: Enhancing employability for Young  People.” 

Following the publication of the DEL’s Strategic Plan aimed at addressing the NEETS issues , Trustees 
have been in discussion with DEL officials to identify potential  funding opportunities  for the delivery 
of the GRIT Experience. 



Priority 3 

The main  activities  focused on : 

• The management , completion and dissemination  of the Deloitte evaluation of the GRIT 
Experience 

• The management and production of the GRIT Experience Handbook.  

• Event Management and Positioning. 

• Political Lobbying  

The Deloitte evaluation builds on the first evaluation carried out by Deirdre Fitzpatrick & Associates. 
Both reports are very encouraging, and highly valued by GRIT’s funders.  The integrity and 
professionalism of the reports have proved beneficial in meetings between Trustees, Politicians 
Government Officials and Media  Representatives.  

Of particular interest, is the GRIT Experience Handbook which  provides for the dissemination and 
integration of the GRIT Experience through a managed delivery network on a local, regional and 
national level. 

A well planned and executed political lobbying plan aimed to establish a cross departmental 
approach to the issues posed by the growing NEETs problem and to seeking solutions.  

Trustees  met with key representatives from all Northern Ireland political parties and facilitated an 
understanding of the need for cross party support and unity of purpose in addressing the NEETS 
problem. 

GRIT Young People, Trustees and Opportunity Youth met with the DEL Committee. As a result ,the 
Committee Chairman sent letters of support for GRIT  to the DEL Minister, and to the BIG Lottery   

 

In conclusion, I would like to thank  all Trustees  and Friends for giving their time and support so 
willingly during the past year and indeed for much longer.  Sally Mc Cone and Sheila Davidson have 
put in a huge effort to enable us to achieve our objectives and to raise awareness of the GRIT 
Experience. The staff of Opportunity Youth have played  a significant part in the success of our 
flagship programme- The GRIT Experience, over the past 4 years.  

We very much appreciate all the skills and hard work of everyone who has played their unique role 
in the GRIT journey. 

 

Therese Rogan  

Chairperson   


